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I. INTRODUCTION 

t. The factual background of the preunt study'). 

The Danish pig. production is essentially an export industry. being: 
almost entirely dependent on the English bacon market. During the 
last ten years the quantity exportet has been around two or three times 
the total quantity (secondary qualities. included) absorbed by the home 
market. Nearly an killings take place in slaughter-houses. which mostly 
are cooperative org&nizations owned by the farmers. Home killings are 
not allowed except for private consumption. 

Until 1933 the big production was a free trade. apart from ordinary 
restrictions as to a certain standard of quality. weight limits. common 
price quotations etc. But as a result of the adoption of the quota system 
in Great Britain it was found necessary to regulate the pig produetion 
by an act. The first act carne in 1933 (April 24th). It has later been 
amended by several supplementary acts (especialIy by the act of De
cember 22nd. 1937). but the changes are not fundamental. at least not to 
the problems attacked in the present study. The main lines of the re
gulation policy run in brief as fonows: 

.) This Is only a very short re>iow of some important fads, which it Is absoIutoly IItlCOSSlIlY 
to k .. p in mind in order to follow tho idea of lhe present study. The reader Is referred I<> 

the new book of K. Philip: »En f'remstjlling og Analyse af den dsnske Krise!ovgivuiug 1931-
3S. (Kebenblml 1939). ch. V. 4 .• g;.;ng a detailed deseriplion or the Danish pig prod_OJ> 
problems. 
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The farmers are still. formally. in a perfectly free position as to the 
number of pigs they wish to keltll and to put on the market. The rea 
strictions take place by means of a particular type of pricing system 
by which a fixed quantity may be delivered at a high price. and the 
surplus at a very low price. (These prices are quoted weekly by the 
lIAndelsslagteriemes Landsnoteringsudvalg« in cooperation with spe
cial government institutions). 

The standard price is the weekly quotation for Iirst-c1ass bacon hogs 
within the ideal weight limits (usually somewhere between 60 and 70 
kg slaughtered weight). A certain range above or below the ideal weight 
class is allowed. but then the price is reduced at a lixed scale. from 
. which it is obvious that the ideal weight is the most profitable. The 
standard price covers very high profits to the producers. To obtain th i6 
price each pig delivered at the slaughter houses - apart from fulfilling 
the above quality conditions - must be followed by a socalled .pig
card« (a licence). and this is just the point of the whole regulation policy. 
The pig-cards are issued to order. not to name. and valid only within fixed 
time intervals. mostly 1-2 months. There are also cards valid for six 
months. but these usually amount to only about 10-15% of all cards. 

The cards are distributed (free) to farmers by local subordinate 
institutions of the »Landbrugsministeriets Svinereguleringsudvalg.. a 
permanent committee especially established to manage the regulations. 
The main policy as to the total number of cards issued has been. firstly. 
to cover the English import-quota. and secondly. to leave such a quantity 
of pork for the home market which may be sold at a price near to the 
export price. (Besides. the possibility of export to Germany or other 
secondary markets plays some role). The total number of cards issued 
per year since 1933 has been around 4 millions or about 20 cards per 
farmer. The distribution among the individual producers is fixed through 
a rather complicated set of criteria. such as the size and quality of the 
farm. the previous scale of pig production. milk production. etc. The 
main resnlt of the individual distribution policy has been a considerable 
shifting of the production in favour of small farms (especially by the 
new act of 1937). Due to the high price of slaughter-hogs with cards. 
the allotting of cards means a real gift of profit. 

For ordinary slaughter-hogs delivered without cards the price is 
fixed so far below the standard price that it obviously does not cover 
production costs. and reductions for over- and underweights are made 
at the same scale as for "card-pigs«. Therefore deliveries of pigs without 
cards take place only in two cases. namely. either when a pig does not 
fulfiIlthe required quality conditions and weight limits of "card-pigs«. 
or for lack of cards. 
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The cards being issued to order not to name. the result is of course a 
regular card trade between farmers. We may indeed speak of a wen
defined pig-card-market. To a large extent cards are bought and sold 
by the slaughter houses themselves. A farmer. lacking cards. may then 
bring his pigs to the slaughter houses and buy the cards needed there. 
Prices of pig-cards are found in the newspapers. These prices are of 
course extremely sensible as to the difference between the tota) number 
of cards available and the number of pigs ready for slaughtering. This 
will be studied in detail later. If the price of pig-cards is very high. 
covering nearly the whole difference between the prices of deliveries 
with and without cards. there is an increasing tendency to home killings 
for private consumption. The farmers may also have pigs slaughtered 
free at the slaughter houses for private consumption. In this case of 
course no cards are needed. 

Sows and boars are excepted from the above price restrictions. they 
may be slaughtered and sold in the home market at »free competition« 
prices. The idea is that sows and boars are production means. not 
products. This may however have some influence" on profit calculations 
at production starting. as is shown in a later part of this study. 

2. The pro"ble1Il8 and the general lines of attack. 

The pig protluction being of vital importance to Danish farmers. 
the present regulation policy is a matter of daily discussions. One can 
hardly open a newspaper without finding criticisms. replies and new 
proposals on this subject. The main difficulties of a clear discussion 

. are the same here as in all other discussions of economic policy: there 
are too many variables to be kept apart frolll each other in a purely 
verbal treatment. The discussions are therefore filled up with conclu
sions as to what is »right« or »wrong«. based on insufficient knowledge 
and unrealistic assumptions as to the network of relationships ruling 
the whole system. 

A mapping of the different interrelations must be made if a rational 
discussion shall be possible. and this is the problem of the present 
study. We do not intend to- raise a general discussion of the practical 
regulation policy. our problem is mainly to procure tools for such a 
discussion. Some conclusions are however drawn ineidentally. 

This problem is essentially a matter of econometrics. What we need 
are quantitative measures of the different effects and dependeneies. The 
theoretical solutions of the problems in this field are mostly rather 
simple. as long as we do not ask for statistical verification. We shall see 
that many of the interrelations are different from what might be expected. 
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which just sho .... -s how difficult it is to make realistic assumption. without 
a glance at the concrete observations. 

Our analysis will be a short-time study. which is justified by the 
ract that the most characteristic and interestiog movements within the 
pig production apparatus are rapid changes. Aa statistical testing period 
we have chosen monthly data for the three years 1935-37. in order 
not to US!! the data from the first time of the regulation. which certainly 
enclose a sort of adaptation. and to save the year 1938 for testing the 
forecasting-effectivity of the estimated relations. 

Statistical regression analysis will play an important role in this 
study. We here follow the method of »bunch analysis«1). and we do 
not calculate any standard errors or the like. We shall however add 
the correlation matrices and the standard deviations of the variates. 
from which all ordinary multiple correIation statistics may be calculated. 
(The correlation coefficients we denote by rli' i and j being the enumera
tion of the variates taken in the sequence in which they stand in the 
corresponding regression equation. Correspondingly the standard devia
tions are termed ai). 

II. THE FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS AND THEIR STATISTICAL 
DETERMINATION. 

3. The variablu introduad and their .'atutica' meaauremml. 

To fix the ideas. it is practical at once to give a list of symbols for the 
variables occurring in our study. They will be discussed in detail later. 
Capital letters are used' for stock terms, small letters for Dow terms. 
All variables are functions of time. which is indicated by the term (t) 
behind the symbols. (In certain unantbiguous cases the functional sign 
(t) may for convenience be left out). The variables are: 

(3.1) Y.(t) = the stock of first time breeding sows. 
(3.2) y.(t) -...: the inDow to the stock Y.(t) per month. 
(3.3) Y1(t) - the stock of other breeding sows (having at least 

(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 

Y1(t) 
Y(t) 
y(t) 

bred once). 
- the inDow to the stock Y.(t) per month. 
- Y.(t) + Y 1(t) = total stock of breeding sows. 
= y.(t) + Y1(1) = total inDow of breeding lOWS per 

month. 

') See ~ FriIdt: Statistical ___ ysio by __ of comp'" ~ 
systems. Pub!. No. 5 from !be ,_ of Ecoaomia. 0010 1934. 



(3.7) X/(t) 

(3.8) x,(t) 
(3.9) x(t) 

• (3.10) x(t) 

(3.11) s(t) 

(3.12) Pl(t) 
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- stock of feeding pigs in the weight group No. i (i = 0: 
sucking pigs, i = I, weaned pigs below 35 kg. etc.). 

= the inflow to the stock Xi(t) per month. 
= the outllow of finished pigs (at the average slaughter 

weight) per month • 
= the flow of pigs delivered with cards per month 

(usually almost equal to the number of cards per 
month). 

= the price of small weaned living pigs sold in the 
market. 

= the standard price (per anintal) of pigs delivered 
with cards . 

. (3.13) p.(t) = the standard price (per animal) of pigs delivered 
without cards. 

(3.14) v(t) = the price of pig-cards in trade between farmers. 

In the present case we are in an exceptionally good position as to statisti
eal information. especially through the six-weekly pig counlings arranged 
to give a base for the regulation policy. (These countings regularly cover 
a sample of about I,. of all farms. Once a year (in July) all pigs are 
counted, as a, }lase for the sampling estimation, and experiences show 
that the error of estimation lies· within very narrow limits. By each 
counting we get the following specification (with our symbols added): 

Number in tho_cis 
Boars ...•..........•................••.•.........••.... 
Sows: First time breeding sows .................... Y.(t) 

Other breeding sows ........................ Y,(t) 
Sows with sucking pigs .........................• 
Barren sows ....•.•............................. 
Sows to be slaughtered .•......................... 

Sucking pigs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. X.(t) 
Weaned pigs below 35 kg ........................ X,(t) 
Pigs 3~ kg . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. X.(t) 
Pigs above 60 kg .....•.•........................ X.(t) 

By drawing the series graphically it it easy to read off the values of 
the stocks at· every point of time. This procedure has been used in 
our calculations. The possible errors thereby introduced may safely be 
neglected. as the interval between the counting. is ouly 6 weeks. These 
series give only stock terms, but the monthly flows may be computed 
by methods described below. 

Information about the number of cards issued and used and slaughter-



ings with and without cards at slaughter houses. as well as the price 
quotations and weight limits. are given by statistics of the r~lation 
authorities. 

In table 1 we have compiled the series involved in the present study. 
using the system of notations listed above. (Some small supplementary 
series will be added in the text). The unit of time t is always 1 month. 
In the cases of lagged series. the values of the variate are placed at 
the point of time indicated by t. So. for instance. in column (7) the 
value placed at t = Jan. 15th. 1935 is the value of y at (t-6) ... July 
15th. 1934. This is convenient for computing regressions. 

Table 1: 
Column: 

(1) The stock of first time teeming sows. Graphical interpolation 
on the series Y.(t) given by the six-weekly countings. 

(2) The stock of other teeming sows. Interpolation as in (1). 
(3) The stock of weaned pigs below 35 kg at (t+4.4). Interpolation 

as in (1). 
(4) The stock of pigs above 60 kg at (t-0.7). Interpolation as in (1). 

Source of these four series: "Statistiske Efterretninger«. (bulletin of the 
Statistical Department) 1935-38. the tables: "Svinebestanden •. 

(5) The inflow of first time teeming sows (calculated from (1) by 
. method to be explained later). 

(6) The inflow of other teeming sows (calculated from (2) by method 
to be explained later). 

(7) The inflow of all teeming sows 6 months back (calculated 
from (1) and (2) by method to be explained later). 

(8) The inflow of weaned pigs below 35 kg (calculated from X,(t) 
by method to be explained later). 

(9) The inflow of weaned pigs 4.65 months back (calculated from 
X,(t) by the same proceeding as for (8». 

(10) The regular outflow of finished pigs (calculated from the series 
(9) by the formula x(t) = 0.95 • x,(t-4.65) and afterwards re
duced for exceptional slaughtering of small pigs from May 1936 
to January 1937. This is explained later in the text.). 

(11) Number of pigs per month delivered with cards at the slaughter 
houses. Calculated from the series of weekly deliveries. In the 
interval considered this series is practically equal to the number 
of pig-cards issued. Source: »Regnskaber fra Andelsslagterier
nes Failleskontor 1935-38«. Section: »Statistiske Oplysninger •. 
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(12) The difference between the regular outflow of finished pigs 
and number of pigs delivered with cards per month (column 
(10) minus column (11)). 

(13) The price of small living pigs. Monthly averages of the quota
tions on the »K0ge« market. Source: llLandbrugsraadets Med
delelser« 1935-38. 

(14) Price per animal of pigs delivered with cards. Monthly averages. 
Calculated by multiplying the standard quotation per kg by 
the upper limit of the ideal slaughter-weight class minus 1 kg 
(as an estimate of the typical weight within the class). The ideal 
weight class has varied as follows: 

Ideal weight 
limits 

1935-1937. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... 58-64 kg 
Jan. 1938-Febr. 1938 ... _ . . .. 58-64 » 
Febr. 1938-March 1938 ....... 60-66 » 
March 1938-July 1!i38 ....... 62-68 » 
July 1938-Aug. 1938......... 60-66 » 
Rest of 1938 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58-64 » . 

Estimated typieal 
weight 
63 kg 
63 » 
65 » 
67 » 
65 » 
63 » 

(15) The price per animal of first class pigs delivered without cards. 
Calcul'!ted in the same way as (14). 
Sources of data for (14) and (15): »Landbrugsraadets· Med
delelser« 1935-38. 

(16) The pig-card prices. Monthly averages. This is not an official 
series, it is collected from card-sellers' advertisements in several 
newspapers by cando polit. K. Philip'). The series is used here 
with his kind permission. 

(17) The relative pig-card price. Calculated as indicated in the table. 

4. The characteristic lag-relations in 'the production process. 

The breeding of hogs is a typical example of a timerequiring pro
duction process. Accordingly, the lenght of the production period will 
play a central role in our analysis. Taking slaughter hogs to be the 
final product, the production period is defined as the time elapsing be
tween the starting of production (the mating of sows) and the attain
ment of the slaughter-weight required. Now the period of gestation of 
sows is practically a constant. If therefore the weight of pigs were a 
function of age only, the production period would be a function of the 
slaughter-weight, and therefore a constant when the slaughter-weight 
is fixed. But several other things may break this simple connection, 

I) See bis new book, Lo.p. 102-104. 



(1) (2) (3) 
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~I" + ~ 
~ .... 

Y.(I) Y1(1) + ±" 
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...!-n 
~ 

U.b III I I I --, 1000 1000 1000 

Do~af 
tile ...... lsi I lsi lsi I 

1931; J 65 135 777 
F 79 176 787 
M 89 186 771 
A 89 155 750 
M 85 157 764 
J 83 175 808 
J 84 186 876 
A 78 186 885 
S 75 182 860 
0 84 178 817 
N 94 160 824 
D 98 181 839 

1936 J 97 180 846 
F 95 176 826 
M 107 173 840 
A 120 174 906 
M 126 182 970 
J 126 188 1024 
J 120 188 1014 
A 100 181 942 
S 77 178 350 
0 61 180 773 
N 64 163 747 
D 62 187 741 

1937 J 53 188 ,755 
F 55 179 770 
M 60 1t17 765 
A 68 It11 792 
M 74 159 825 
J 72 162 847 
J 69 161 641 
A 61 164 772 
S 48 148 680 
0 43 132 588 
N 45 133 573 
D 53 140 620 

1938 J 65 143 630 
F 87 143 695 
II 104 138 715 
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J 60 160 860 
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471 22 50 
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472 21 48 
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545 26 48 
637 26 49 
548 25 48 
640 26 46 

454 SO 48 
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635 34 49 
6611 33 60 
661 31 49 
600 24 48 
554 18 48 
552 1fj 49 
804 14 49 

-678 14 60 
554 14 60 
548 15 48 

623 17· 44 
520 19 43 
522 20 43 
534 I 19 44 
524 , 18 42 
514 15 41 
502 12 87 
490 12 35 
672 13 37 
632 15 38 
540 20 88 
580 28 38 

600 29 35 
508 28 83 
523 24 38 
632 18 38 
472 15 41 
442 12 42 
423 12 42 
454 15 41 
540 17 40 
522 20 38 
634 24 38 
51;6 29 89 

r., 
Statistical MeaaureJOo 
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63 460 61. 
60 413 'II 66 384 '30 
50 314 447 
48 808 462 
49 332 ... 
63 384 .11/8 
58 372 ' 147 
84 382 ' .• 12 
63 387 ,103 
61 384 J46 
611 375 • 58 384 114 
66 350 . 11M 
54 331 188 

i. 



the Variables Introduced. 
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248 
358 
344 
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318 
800 
369 
305 
326 
275 
322 
848 
292 
275 
287 

1000 

15th 

-48 
109 

16 
98 
10 
11 
43 
24 
50 
65 
82 

100 

94 
117 
49 

109 
64 

101 
89 

111 
19 

155 
59 

118 

Kr. 

15th 

38.4 
23.9 
21.7 
24.5 
28.6 
31.3 
30.7 
81.0 
29.8 
26.7 
23.0 
22.0 

22.8 
26.4 
29.3 
27.2 
22.0 
20.0 
15.7 
12.0 
10.7 

11.2 
8.5 

10.2 

130 10.8 
120 1 10.9 
40 14.3 

115 14.0 
70 18.2 
88 18.0 
27 12.0 
26 12.9 
20 18.1 

145 18.2 
87 21.8 
65 26.8 
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lI6 
122 

II 
25 

-30 
13 
6 
o 

88 
96 
82 

82.5 
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44.7 
42.6 
a9.3 
38.0 
82.9 
29.5 
81.7 
31.0 
30.0 
29.0 

Kr. 

15th 

101.3 
98.1 
97.6 

100.1 
107.0 
110.8 
107.0 
100.1 
118.2 
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100.0 
91.2 
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109.5 
110.8 
110.2 
107.0 
105.7 
104.5 
110.11 
110.9 
108.4 
102.1 
103.8 

102.1 
99.5 

104.0 
109.6 
109.0 
102.1 
109.6 
116.6 
118.4 
111.2 
97.0 

107.1 

Kr. 

15th 

50.3 
45.5 
44.0 
44.0 
44.0 
44.0 
44.0 
44.0 
44.0 
44.0 
49.0 
60.0 

50.S 
50.3 
50.3 
50.3 
50.3 
44.0 
39.S 
37.S 
37.S 
37.8 
37.8 
37.8 

37.8 
87.8 
87.8 
87.8 
37.8 
37.8 
37.8 
37.8 
37.S 
37.8 
56.7 
63.0 

108.4 63.0 
118.8 65.7 
120.6 67.0 
126.7 67.0 
128.3 67.0 
116.6 67.0 
117.8 64.0 
111.5 63.0 
109.7 I 47.3 
106.4 I 47.S 
102.1 47.8 
107.1 63.0 

Kr. 

15th 

86.3 
43.3 
42.8 
41.1 
30.3 
32.9 
37.9 
37.2 
36.5 
37.1 
36.3 
35:1 

38.5 
41.6 
88.0 
44.7 
47.4 
52.8 
58.8 
67.7 
73.3 
67.6 
63.1 
57.6 

60.4 
56.8 
52.4 
57.8 
63.2 
62.6 
67.9 
72.9 
80.5 
66.4 
37.5 
40.7 

43.5 
37.0 
27.4 
22.8 
26.4 
22.9 
42.4 
42.3 
52.4 
46.0 
40.0 
32.0 

15th 

.71 

.82 

.80 

.73 

.48 

.49 

.60 

.66 

.67 

.61 

.71 

.94 

.75 

.70 

.64 

.75 

.84 

.86 

.\10 

.93 
1.00 
.96 
.98 
.88 

.94 

.92 

.79 

.81 

.89 

.97 

.95 

.93 
1.00 

.90 

.93 

.92 

.96 

.77 

.51 

.38 

.47 

.46 

.79 

.87 

.64 

.75 

.78 

.73 

..... 
theMoaih 
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especially the feeding technique. accidental events. change of breed •• l'lc. 
In the present analysis we will for sitpplicity have to consider the period 
as constant. This is justified by the following facts. 

Firstly. th.e ideal weight of slaughter hogs is officially fiud and 
varies within narrow limits. usually between 60 and 70 kg. This fixing 
depends on long experiences as to bacon quality. the rate of incrt'ase 
in weight in relation to feeding costs. etc .• and is not likely to be signi
ficantly changed. For pigs below or above the ideal weight region the 
price is cut down so much that it is an obvious loss to aim at such devia
tions. Secondly. accidental variations will practically disappear in the 
great masses we are considering. And thirdly. whatever may happen. 
the positive correlation between the age and weight is bound to be 
strong. so that a constant period of production at least may be considered 
as a highly significant average when the ideal slaughter weight is given. 

To estimate the production period and get an idea of the whole 
mechanism. it is necessary to consider the successive steps in the pro
duction process. This subdivision plays an important role in the present 
study. For this purpose it is convenient to use a schematic representa
tion as obtained by following the Danish pig census specification. 
See (4.l). 

From this scheme it is seen that the flows (the streams of entrance 
and departure) through different groups will be linked together by a 
chain of lag-relations. and our problem is to determine their analytic 
expressi~ns. As however. the statistics do not give the flow quantities 
but only the stocks in the different groups at the date of the counting. 
we shall first have to study some relations between these two concepts. 
When all the sub-periods in the scheme (4.1) are conslants. the relations 
are very simple. Indeed. taking the flow terms to be continuous 
functions of time. and indicating by P(c) a continuous function showing 
the probability of still being present in the group 'I' time units afler 
entrance. we have: 

(4.2) Y.(t) = r p .. (.).y. (t- '1') dr 
'0 

(= the stock of first time breeding sows) 

(4.3) Y1 (1) =rPF' (')'Yl (t-t') dr 
o 

(= the slock of other breeding lOWS). 

(404) _ X1 (1)=('Fs, (r),x1 (t-t)dt' 

(= the stock of weaned pigs below 35 kg). 
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(4.1) Th. lag scheme of the Danish pig prodllclion. 
Point of time: 

t->-- -+-y (t)= The inflow of teeming-so,,'S (per moDth)~ 

(1+'1') ..... 

(t+. +6.+6,)->-

(f) = The gestation 
or sows {

Estimated to 3.75 months. a 
. od va1ue in agreement with that given 

pen by the Danish Agricultural Council') 
and several results of agricultural 
experimenlal studies'}. 

+- So (I + '1') = Number of sucking pigs born (per month). 

6 = The sucking period { Estimated to <a. 1.64 months 
e . through the same soun:.es as for V. 

+- x, (1+ 'i' + 6. = Number of weaned pigs (per month). . , 

e, = The period between 
weaning and surpassing 

35 kg 

Estlmated to ea. 1.117 months by 
comparing the average number of 
pigs in this ami. the foregoing group 
as given "by the pig census series. 
and reducing for deaths. (Same 
figUre as that found by the Danish 
Agrieullural Council'). 

. +- X. (I + 'i' + e. + aJ = Number of pigs surpassing 35 kg 
(per monlh). 

e, 
{ 

Estimaled to eo. 1.40 months 
by the same procedure as in the 
foregoing group (aDd same figore 
as found by the Danish Agrieullural 
Council')!. . 

+- X. (I + 'i' + e. + 6, + e.> = Number of pigs surpassing 
60 kg (per month). 

e. Estlmaled to ell. 1.40 months'). 

-<- x (I + 'i' + e) = Number of »finished. pigs (ea. 60-65" kg 
slaughler weight) (per month) for immediate slaughtering. 
starting of ne"'- production Qr other purposes. 

') .Landbrugsra.dets Meddelelser. 1935. p. 1330. 
-) See for instance: »Landbrugets Ordbogc5 Kobenhavn 1938. p.524. 
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ConsequenUy the stock terms are nothing but continuous moving 
averages taken on the flow terms. the result of whicb is a sort of 
smoothing effect. The formulae above may be approximated by the 
following expressions: 

(4.5) 
Y.(t+i) 

Y.(I) = const"(j'.y.(.t-i). or y.~t)=const.. (j' 

(4.6) 
Y.(t+'I') 

Y. (t) = const. '(j'.y.(t-~).or Y. (t)= const. ' __ 11'_2-

(4.7) X. (t) = const.· 6 •• Xt (t-~ ). or x. (t) = const.. Xl (t9?_~~ 
that is. the stock terms will be proportional to the corresponding flow 
terms half the period before the point of observation. These simplified 
formulae have been used in our numerical work below. The serie. of 
y.,(t). y.(t) and XI(t) given in the compiled table 1. columna (5). (6) 
and (8) are calculated from these formulae by putting the term Dconst. 
equal to 1 in eacb case. This means a reduction in advance for deaths 
and accidental departure from the group. Several more complicated 
formulae were tried but with litUe significance. The use of more compli
cated formulae would certainly mean to stretch the exactness of the 
statistical data more than it can bear. 

Turning now to our task of studying the characteristic lag-relations. 
the first problem is to find the fecundity of the sows. This depends 
to a considerable extent on the age of the sows. which is practically 
proportional t€! their number of earlier periods of gestation. Experience 
shows that the size of the litters is. within practical limits. an increasing 
function of the age. However. the most marked difference comes in 
between the first litter and the later ones. and since the countings 
only give this bipartition. it is of no use to operate with more detailed 
distinctions. As to the measure of the fecundity. it would seem natural 
to cbosethe number of sucking pigs. Since. bowever. this group bas a 
very high and rapidly falling death rate. and the real interest center. 
around the part which is capable of living. it is more praetical to take 
the next group. i e. weaned pigs below 35 kg. Putting the relation in 
a linear form. we should then have: 

(4.8) Xl (t + ., + 9.)= aYe (t) + by. (t) 
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where a and b are constants to be determined by statistics. By the 
formulae (4.5) to (4.7) this equation may be expressed in terms of the 
stock variables. Indeed, we have 

(4.9) x,(t + (L~ e, + eo) = AY. (I) + BY, (I) 

If the flow terms x, •. y. aud y, are considered as the part of the inflow 
to each group which actually will be present in the group on the average 
after the elapse of half the staying period. we may take the coefficients 
a and b to be 

(4,10) a = -"'-.A, 
Il, 

b= -"'-·B. e, 
The series involved in (4.9) are given in the compiled table 1, columns 
(1), (2) and (3). A regression analysis on the equation (4.9), the bunch 
map of which is drawn in fig. 1, shows a highly significant fit. (The 

1 

TWo- r 
jlTI~--------~~--------~~--------~~· 

I...----~L----....J 1 

~:~t .... ~l::::~ ____ -"~~ ______ -L-__________ ~1 
L-----'------L.....:.!..----ll 

Fig. 1. Bunch map of equation (4.9). (I: ',(1+4.4). 2: Y.(I). 3: Y,(t». 

matrix of origin· correlations was: rll = 0.981, r13 = 0.996, r •• = 0.968 
and the origin square moments (divided by 36): M" = 661427 .. M .. 
= 6738 .. M .. = 29529.). Taking elementary regression coefficients') 
and introducing our values of <p and the Il's. (4.9) takes the form 

(4.11) X,(t+4.4) = 2.61 Y.(t) + 3.50 V,(t) 

Using (4.10) we obtain, as an eslinlate of (4.8). the equation 

') See _: I. e. p. 65. 
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exlraordinary slaughtering of pigs below 50 kg living weight'). in order 
to reduce the stock of pigs. The series of x(t) given in table 1. column 
(10). is that emulated from formula (4.14) reduced for the slaughtering 
of small pigs. 

Statisties of the extraordinary slaughtering of small pigs below 50 kg 
living weight are given by the cooperating slaughter housesl ). Most of 
these pigs have been near to 50 kg and would thus have been finished 
slaughter pigs about 2 months later. Deaths during these 2 months may 
be neglected. Under these assumptions the corresponding reductions in 
the number of finished pigs will be those given in table 2. 

Table 2. 

t 

1_ ............. July 
Aug. 
Sept. 
OeL 
Nov. 
Dec. 

1937 ••.•.•...•••• Jan. 
Febr. 
Mareb 
April 

Reduction of x (t) because 
of slaughtering of small 
pigs below 50 kg 1i>iDg 

weight (in thousands) 

16 
21 
31 
45 
67 
88 
78 
98 
91 
30 

These figures subtracted from the series calculated by (4.14) give the 
series in table 1. column (10). The broken line in fig. 3 sllows the effect 
of this reduction. 

Writing the right side of (4.16) in the corresponding stock terms we 
obtain the elementary forecast formula 

(4.17) x(t+8.18) = 1.33 Y.(t) + 1.78 Y,(t) 

This formula which by our method gives the same curve as that cal· 
culated from (4.16) (fig. 3. thick line). permits a direct forecast of the 
outflow offinislled pigs (per month) at the point of time (t+8.18 months) 
when t ~ the date of a pig census. 

The forecast formulae above give the total number of pigs which 
will regularly be finished at the end of a normal feeding period. They 
do not of course give the actual slaughterings at the slaughter houses. 

1) In the period mentioned such piglt were accepted without cards to ordinary market 
prices. 

') .Regnskaber for Andelsslagleriernes F..neskontor«. 1938-37. statistical part. 
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This last series will depend almost entirely on the number of cards. 
at least when there are more pigs than cards. The alaughterings for 
sale without cards are usually small, the surplus being mostly absorbt'd 
by producers' home consumption, and adding of new teeming IIOWI. 

There is also the possibility of streehing or shortening the feeding period. 
Therefore. a forecast of the number of sIaughteriogs in the slaughter 
houses is not very interesting1). Indeed. if the future number or cards 
is given. the main determinant of the future slaughtering! at slaughler 
houses (pigs delivered with cards) is already known. at Jeast wh .. n 
the changes in the number of cards are so small as they have actually 
been during the period of the regulation policy. The main interest really 
centers around the number of pigs auai/able. because this is • mean. 
of judging the effect of the regulation policy. The total monthly deliverieA 
of ordinary slaughter pigs with and without cards is given by the dotted 
curve in fig. 3. This is the series (11) in table 1 plus pigs delivered 
without cards as given by the statistics of the slaughter houses'.) These 
last ones amount to only about 1 or 2 % of the deliveries. 

5. Tlu equatiom of the "production $tartingu. 
The starting of the production process is the mating of the sows. and 

the number of teeming sows added per month is a measure of the rise 
or fall in the planned production activity. Our next task will be to study 
the factors affecting the intensity of the production starting. Such a 
study is highly important because the production starting will rule the 
whole carry-on-activity as is seen from the characteristic lag· relations 
studied in the foregoing section. 

It is not difficult to find factors affecting the production starting. 
the difficulty lies in picking out the important ones. Apriori at least 
the following factors would claim to be taken account of: 

1. The price of smaIl living pigs. This is an indicator of the profit 
situation as to the first step in the production process and may be sup
posed to be that price element. which has the closest contact with the 
production of small pigs. 

2. The indicators of movements in the future market situation or 
finished pigs. for instance the present stock of teeming sows, certain 
information about the future export- and price·poliey. etc. 

3. The stock of old sows. 
4. The number of finished pigs available for production starting. 

which again will depend on 

. 1) Such a foreeast is published after each pig ""unliDg by the »Landbrugoraaddc, ... 
for eumple »Landbrugsraadets Meddeleloer. 1935, p. 1330. 

") See »Ilegnskaher f .... Ande1sslagtetiemes Failleskontor«, 1931>-38. IIaliIIkal put. 
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5. the number of pig-cards and thereby the profit of selling slaughte" 
pigs instead of taking them for breeding. " .c

. 6." The price of sow·pork. If this is high and expected to hold. and 
the instantaneous profit situation as to ordinary slaughter pigs -is; un" 
favourable. it may for that reason pay to add new sows. Indeed. thue 
have not been restrictions on the sow-pork trade in the same way as 
for ordinary slaughter hogs. . 

7. The production costs. 
8. All these factors must be assumed to have different effects on the 

two categories of sows. 

In spite of these complications we have found it safe and reasonable 
to represent the production starting by the following two very simple 
relations 

(5.1) 
(5.2) 

y. (t) = c, (x (t) - x (t» + caS (t) + c.} The equations of the 
y, (t) = k, Y (t - a) + kaS (t) + k. production starting. 

where the c's, the k's and a are certain constants to be described and 
determined below. But this is not, as might be thought, an arbitrary 
choice. It is, indeed, the final result of a compreh<:nsive statistical 
testing process where almost every reasonable possibility of including 
other factors in a linear way has been tried. In all cases, except those 
represented by (5.1) and (5.2) above. the factors included had little or 
no significance at all, apart from the price of small pigs (s) which came 
out as essentially important in every case. The two equations adopted 
may b"e given a very reasonable interpretation. ", 

Firstly, the price of small pigs very naturally comes in as an essential 
barometer of profit possibilities for both kinds of production starting. 
It may be taken as a catch-all for the whole set of expected profit elements. 

Secondly, as might be expected, the other influences are of different 
kinds in the two relations. In the first equation comes in the difference 
between the number of finished pigs and the number of pigs delivered 
with cards. This (or more correctly about half of it) indicates the num
her of pigs available for breeding when assuming that the utiliza
tion of pig-cards will be stretched to the highest possible liniit. On the 

other hand a large (x(t)-x (t» indicates bad market possibilities which 

may have a braking effect on the production starting. (x(t)-x (t)) may 
be taken as a catch-all for these and similar effects. The first member to 
the right in (5.2) is simply the part of the total production starting (y) 
coming back after the weaning of the small pigs. The lag a is estimated 
to 6 months by the following considerations: The gestation period is 
3.75 months. and the sucking period about 1.64 months, giving a total 
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of about 5.4 months. Taking account of the time elapsing between the 
weaning of the pigs and the next pregnancy, the estimate of Cl ,. II 
months seems reasonable. The percentage eoming back is of course 
not actually a constant. Firstly it surely depends on the age distribution 
of the sows, and secondly it also might be expected to vary considerahl,. 

1 
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with the favourable- or unfavourable profit situations. But our statisti
cal trials gave no significant results as to this specification. 

The necessity of including a constant term in each equation is obvious. 
The statistical series involved in the equations (5.1) and (5.2) are 

given in table 1. columns (5). (6). (7) and (13). By regression analysis. 
the bunch maps of which are shown in fig. 4a and fig. 4b. we get the 
follo'i\ing regression equations (taking diagonal regression coefficients)·) 

(5.3) y.(t) = 0.10 (x (t)-i(t) ) + 0.B7 set) -3.2 
(r.,=O.023, r,.=0.744, r .. =-O.410: 11.=6.09. 110=44.7. <1.=7.64) 

(5.4) y,(t) = 0.62·y(t-6) + 0.39 s(t)-4.6 
(1'11=0.752. ru=O.312, fu=-O.239; Ol=4.44~ .CS.=7.04. d.=7.(4) 

An inspection of the bunch maps shows that the statistical' significance 
of these results is clear. 

A comparis0l1 between the observed and calculated values of y. (t) 
and y. (t) is shown in fig. 5a and 5b. 

As might be expected. the inflow of new sows is much more sensitive 
to variations in the prices of small pigs than is the inflow of old sows. 
Indeed. one .Krone« added to the price s (the other terms being con
stant) would raise y. by 0.B7 thousands, but y. only by 0.39 thousands_ 
The equation (5.3) shows that. s being fixed, about 10 % of a change

in the surplus (x -il) are made sows. The first term to the right in (5.4) 
is the element of »inertia« in the production starting. It is seen that 
- s being constant - about 60 % of a previous increase in the inflow 
of sows will be »reinvested«. 

6. The Markel Price of Small Pigs. 

From the view point of the individual producer the small (weaned) 
pigs are an intermediate product. and it has its own muket. At each 
point of time the total number available of pigs at a certain age is given 
(neglecting import possibilities), and so the whole market business of 
small pigs is only a matter of changing ownership for a greater or smaller 
part of a fixed quantity. And there is really no characteristic difference 
between the supply side and the demand side. In the case of an un
regulated pig production the supply situation for small pigs will be 
as follows: The producers of small pigs may either feed them to finished 
pigs or sell them in the small-pig-market. If the price of small pigs is 
so high that it covers the difference between the price of finished pigs 
and the total costs in the rest of the feeding period. the question of 

I) Frisch: I.c.p. 108-109. 
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selling or keeping smaH pigs is a matter of indifference. The reasonilll! 
on the demand side run!! in the same way. If the cost per unit (i. l'. 
per finished pig) were constant and the same for aU. producers. th .. 
number of smaH pigs sold and hought would be fixed only through 
speculation activity or pure chance. If the producers have diITerl'nt. hut 
given technical rest functiom. the supply and the demand of small pil!' 
will be functions of their market price. the expected pric,l' of finished 
pigs and the prices of feeding stuff. For short periods the a •• umption 
of a given di$tribution of fixed technical rest funcliom ill lIufficl .. nlly 
realistic. The result of these two functions. the demand Bnd the supply 
relation. will then be a confluent market relation of the form 

(6.1) price of smaH pigs = f (price of finished pigs. cost.). 

Let us now see how this connection is to be formulated for the Danish 
market. The total flow of »small pigs« may here be taken to be the flow term 
X, (t). Since the price of finished slaughter pigs delivered with cardl is • 
monopoly price. it is obvious that all producers of small pigs will at Il'aM 
retain a number corresponding to the aUolted number of carda. 88 

long as the market price of small pigs does not COVl'r the whole mono
poly profiL And if. as a whole. the number of small pigs is less than 
the number of cards available at the end of the feeding period. the 
price of small pigs will actually cover nearly the whole monopoly pro
fit. since 'in such cases the pig cards will change hands at almost zero 
prices. and the total turn over of smaH pigs will depend on the difTerenrPA 
in the individual technical cost functions. 

On the other hand. if there is an abundant number of pigs as compan'd 
"'ith the number of cards available. the risk of paying a higb card price 
at the end of the production period will press the price of small pigs 
downwards. and the whole loss will fall on the producers having a 
superfluous number of smaH pigs. The difference between free markel 
and the Danish markel will be a change in the meaning of the term 
»price of finished pigs« in (6.1). Indeed. we will have to replace it by 
the expression (Pl (t)-v(t». where P, is the standard price of slaughtt'!' 
pigs delivered with cards (price per, animal) and v (I) is the price of 
pig-cards (see section 3). ActuaHy the price (p,-v) should of coune 

_ be considered as a forecast price. However. all experiences .. how that 
the 'reasoning of the producers runs mostly in the instantaneous prices 
at the marketing of smaH pigs. Taking the relationship 10 be approximately 
linear. we may then write: 

(6.2) set) = h, (P,(t)-V(t» + h.' (feeding COlI"') + h. 

where set) is the market price of small pigs. and the h's are constanll! 
to ,be estimated by statistics, 
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It appeared. however. to be actually impossible to get any slawtir_1 
information about the cost term. Attempts were mllde to include prlc ... 
of important feeding stuffs as a variable. but it carne out enlirely in· 
significant. The statistical explanation of Ihis is that the fCl'ding sllltT 
prices have been varying slowly. and this variation has been almn'l 
exactly linearly connected with the slowly varying term Pt. and in th .. 
expression (Pt-v) the variations in v are far the most important. Therr· 
fore. the inclusion of the feeding stuff prices could add no new slati.tinl 
information. If the feeding stuff prices should happen to move signifi. 
cantly in other directions. it would probably be possible to obtain a 
slatistical measure of ils effect. The result of such variations would 
probably only be a correction of s corresponding to the difference in 
cost-level as compared with that covered by the statistics in our cbo .. n 
lesting period. 

Accordingly. we will have 10 adopt the ~ore simple equation 

(6.3) set) = h t (PI (t)-v(t) ) + h. 

The statistical series involved are given in table 1. columns (13). (14). 
(16). The regression analysis of (6.3) gives an almost surprising close 
connection. The correlation coefficient between the two variates I and 
(Pt-v) came out to rtl = 0.93 (Gt = 7.64. G. = 11.74). Taking the 
diagonal regression coefficient. we obtain the following estimate of Ihe 
small pig prices: 

(6.4) set) = 0.65 (Pt (I) - v (I) ) - 15.80 

This means that each »Krone« added to the price (pt(I).v(t» would 
raise the prices of small pigs by Kr. 0.65. The meaning of the constant 
term is that if the price (Pl(t)-V(t) ) is not higher than Kr. 24.30 (0.65 
. 24.30 = 15.80) the price of small pigs would be zero. But il is of 
course doublful to draw such extreme conclusions since situations of 
this kind are not covered by statistics. 

The correspondance between the observed and the computed values 
of s(l) is shown in fig. 6. 

7. The Demand for Pig-earth. 

The foregoing discussions show that the price of pig·eards will in· 
fluence the motion of the whole system. Indeed. the price of pig-cards 
is the chief determinant of price of small pigs. which again is the main 
factor determining the production starting (compare equations (5.1). 
(5.2) and (6.a». Therefore. the determination of the pig-card price w 
a highly important problem. But it is also a very complicated problem, 
as will be seen from the discussion below. 
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We first notice that the price of pig-cards. whatever else may happen 
to it. must lie between two well-defined limits. Indeed if Pl is the price 
(per animal) of pigs delivered with cards. p. the corresponding price 
of pigs delivered without cards and v the pig-card price. we must have 

(7.1) 

Of course nobody buys cards when he will lose less by selling his pigs 
without cards. On the other hand he is willing to pay any price within 
the limits (7.1) instead of selling without cards. Now pig-cards are 
»perishabIe goods« as they are only valid within fixed time intervals. 
Therefore. all farmers having more cards than pigs which they wish to 
sell will either sell the superfluous cards or buy half-finished pigs; and 
correspondingly. farmers having less cards than pigs which they wish 
to sell will either buy cards or sell half finished pigs (or finished pigs 
without cards). In a situation where there are as a whole more pigs 
to be sold than the number of cards available. the owners of super
fluous cards will take the whole profit (Pl-P.) from the card buyers 
or sellers of half-finished pigs. Then there is competition between card 
buyers. pushing the card price near to maximum. On the other hand. 
if the number of cards is .abundant. there is competition between ca~d 
sellers (but not between card buyers). pushing the card price down 
nearly to zero. Then the whole profit (Pl-Po) goes te card buyers or 
sellers of half-finished pigs. 

Let x' be the total number of pigs to be sold in a given period and 

X· the total number of cards available. The theoretical .connection be

tween the difference (x' -x-) and v would then be as illustrated by the 
thick line in fig. 7. 

".,. r-----

----------i---------... ~-. 
Fig. 7. 

This is the theoretical mapkel demand function of pig-cards. and it is 
also the market supply function. The number of cards sold and bought 
is given by the total number of pigs to be sold and the total number 
and distribution of cards. 
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But this simple connection is far from being that actually gbsen'",1. 
as will be seen below. Indeed. we may already apriori add a IIrl'ol 
numbl'r of modifications. 

Firstly. the farmers in lack of cards have the possibility of u5.l1l11 
the superfluous pigs for bome consumption. The higher the card prl .... 
(with a fixed PI) the lower will be the price of home consumption (I. 1'. 

the money the farmer loses by not selling). On farms with a great houot'· 
hold the possibility of home consumption represents· a rather elulic 
element. 

Secondly. there is some possibility of exportinll great living pig. I" 
Germany. and those deliveries do not require cards. However. this 
quantity has been rather constant (about 150 thousand a year) and can 
not help very much in a precarious situation. 

Thirdly. some of the superfluous pigs may be used for breeding 85 

already discussed in. section 5. 
And. lastly. there is the possibility of a streching or shortening of the 

feeding period., This may indeed have an important e/Tect upon the 
card price. even by a slight streching or shortening. which may be illu
strated by the following theoretical considerations: 

Suppose that the number of finished pigs (per month) which are 10 
be sold is constant from a certain point of time 10 and equal to a constant 
number of pig-cards (per month), Then it would be possible to buy 
pig·cards for almost nothing. But suppose now that there had been a 
lack of pig-cards in the month just before t" In that month the price 
of cards would then be almost at maximum. Then it is likely - and 
11 is actually what happens - that some of the superfluous pillS would 
beheld back for the next month. their weight being kept below the 
ideal weight by means of a »subsistence minimum" rate of feeding. 
In our case the result will of course be a certain number of superfluous 
pigs also in the month t. to t.+ 1. Accordingly. a certain number of 
new pigs which actually should have been slaughtered in this month 
will be held back for the next month (10+1) to (10+2) and 10 on. This 
theoretical case is illustrated in fig. 8 . 

. ~!-"-:J::!!":~~I!!!!:!JL ..... t 
'0;1 ... , ... ".:l~ V' (-." .... . 

F"J8, 8. 
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This illustrates what may be termed the queue-phenomenon in its 
pure and mDst simple fDrm_ Suppose. next. that the flDW Df cards is 
CDnstant while the regular flDW Df finished pigs is rising o.r falling frDm 
the pDint Df time t. Then we have the situatiDns illustrated in fig. 9 and 
fig. 10 respectively. 

t;' -. 
::",,~-... l 

In the first case the queue is increasing as lDng as the regular flDW 
Df finished pigs increases. i. e. the average age Df pigs ready fDr sale 
in each mDnth is rising and will cDntinue to. rise until either the number 
Df cards is increased to. an amDunt equal to. Dr greater than the regular 
flDW Df finiShed pigs. Dr a sufficiently great number is slaughtered with
Dut cards. As IDng as the number Df pigs to. be sDld surpasses the number 
of cards. the card price will be near to' maximum_ In the secDnd case 
(fig. 10) the· card price wDuld keep near maximum until the mDnth 
(t.+3) to. (t.+4) and then fall, mDre Dr less rapidly. dDwn to almDSt 
zero.. As IDng as this situatio.n ho.lds. there will. in o.PpDsitiDn to. the 
case aho.ve. be a tendency to intensify the feeding to. utilize the favDurable 
pro.fit situatio.n, sO. that the average age Df pigs slaughtered Wo.uld de
crease (within certain possible technical limits). It must be Dbserved 
that eyen very small changes in the feeding periDd is sufficient to. give 
the effects discussed abDve. sO. that these schemes are nDt in cDntradic
tiDn to the assumptiDn Df an averagely co.nstant feeding periDd_ 

In additiDn to. these disturbances CDme a lo.t Df Dther irregular in
fluences such as: 1) a prDIDngatiDn Df the period of validity Df a card 
emission. 2) public infDrmatiDn as to. the future market pDssibilities and 
prDbable increase Dr decrease in the future number of cards. 3) publica
tion Df statistics from pig countings. 4) possible alterations in the regula
tion laws. and many Dther things. 

In Dur preliminary wDrk a large number Df hYP9theses were tested 
in trying to. isDlate the effects o.f these several factDrs. RegressiDn ana
lyses were tried in all directiDns and with several different types Df 
mathematical specificatiDn_ But no. simple functiDnal cDnnectiDns cDuld 
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be found of statistical significance. The only positive result was that 
very great surplusses of pigs mean almost maximal card prices. "'hile 
very great surplusses of cards mean almost zero card prices. Indeed. 
the card price seems to be a true 'hock variate. being ..,ery sensible t" 
all events having any connection with the economic" field we are studying. 

This being so we have found it plausible and more realistic to choose 
the following type of solution: 

In our table 1. column (12). are given the diffcrences (1(t) -I (t» 
between the number of fin~shed pigs and the number of pigs dl'livered 
with cards (which in the period studied was practically equal to the 
number of cards. as in these years practically every card was used). 
The corresponding values of the ratio 

(7.2) 
P1 (I) - P. (I) 

v(t) 
(The relative card price) 

are given in table 1. column (17). 
As all these observations belong to a period where all cards were 

used. it is found necessary to add some supplementary data from a 
period with a superfluous number of cards. The only period giving 
'significant information about such cases is the 5 months July-Nov. of 
1934. The supplementary data for this period are given in table 3 (the 
sources are the same as for the rest of the series). 

Table 3 . 

• v(l) 
I (x (I) - x (I» 

(000) p, (I) - Po (I) 

1934 •. ., July -21 0.11 
Aug. -5& 0.11 
Sept. 1 0.111 
Oct. -85 0.16 
Nov~ 8 0.31 

Total •.• -108 

• v 
Plotting the series (x - x) and -- _. against each other, we oblain 

P.-PI 
the spot diagram given in fig. 11 (the small crosses are the data rnr 
1938). 

It is seen that the difference (x(I)-I(I» is sometimes negative. TW. 
would of course be impossible if x(t) were exactly the number of finished 
pigs available per month at t. But according to our defmitioB above, 
x(t) is the outflow of finished pigs corresponding to a normal feeding 
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Fig. 11. The demand for pig cards. 
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period. The difference between x(t) and the flow of finished pigs 
actually observed is caused partly by random variations and partly 
hy a stretching or shortening of the feeding period as discussed above. 
This introduces an element of elasticity which makes it quite possible 
that the relative card price may be above zero also to the left of the 
origin in fig. 11. The S-shaped curve (drawn in free-hand) in fig. 11 
indicates a' sort of average demand function, 

(7.3) 
v(t) • 

P, (t)-p> (t) = f (x (t) - x(t» 

The free-hand fitting is, I think, the best proceeding in this case. 
Trials were indeed made of fitting different types of mathematical 
functions. hut, at least to my eye, they gave less plausible 
results than the curve drawn in fig. 11. In any case, a curve
fitting to this' material will be rather arbitrary. I think the best 
solution is to consider the relationship as random variation within a 
certain random region, such as indicated by the two dotted curves in 
fig. 11. (The two points not included ru:e results of quite exceptional 
shiftings from one month to the next (December-January) ). The verti
cal breadfu of fue region may be taken to indicate fue normal shock 
in/emily of fue relative card price, being greatest near to origin and 
dhninishing constantly to the left and to the right. 

It must be observed fuat the shape of the connection will depend on 
fue time unit chosen. The connection indicated in fig. 11 is only valid 
for monthly data. If longer periods are chosen, the connection would 
probably come nearer to fue form indicated in fig. 7. Of course the 
card price can nol be significantly above zero when fuere is a constant 
deficit o! finished pigs; and the card price would, for a longer period. 

even have to he zero until some positive value of (x- i), as new sows 
are neaded for fue regular maintenance of fue production. Due to the 



imperfection of the pig card market. the relative card price will usually 
not reach enctly the upper or lo .... er bounds ext"ept for v('ry gn-at 

absolute values of the dilference (x-i). 
Let us now see how the number of cards available .• If....,t. the t"ard 

price. From fig. 11 it is ~n that the c.ard pme may be abon zero 

also at some distance to the left of (x - i) = O. There is therefore tbe 

possibility of all cards being used also when the difference (II -1.) it 
temporarily negative. This must be assumed to be the case as long as 
the market price of cards is significantly above zero. If the now of 

cards available per month is denoted by x' (statistics of this s('rinare 
not obtainable). we will have 

(7.4) x'" x' when (x-i) > b 

where b is some negative figure. 

If the difference (x-x') (difference between regular now of fini.bt'd 
pigs and the fiow of cards) is constantly negative for a longer period.· 

the amount of deliveries i will depend on x. But sufficient statislil'S 
are not available to estimate the shape of this relation. Some information 
is given through the 1934-data. During the months included in table 3 
there were about 130 tbousand unused cards. Now the average value 

of the difference (x-x) for the .... hole period 1935--38 was about 65 
thousands per month or about 325 thousands for 5 months. Tbe corre
sponding actual difference for the period July-Nov. 1934 was -108 
(see table 3). or about 325+108 = 433 thousands below the average. 
Adding to this figure the number of unused cards. we get a .normal. 
deficit equal to 563. Of this 433/563 or about 77 % is covered by shorten· 
ing the feeding period and only 23 % by unused cards. From this folio ..... 
that the amount of deliveries v.itb cards will be closcly connected .... ith 
the number of cards available as long as the deficit of finished pigs is 
moderate. Thus the number of slaughterings will regularly be known 
when the number of cards available is given (compare the remarks 
on the forecast problems in section 4). 

II. THE SIMl'LTANEOUS.SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS AND SO~IE 
OF ITS CONFLUENCE EFFECTS 

8. The SfPtem of fundamental relatiom and it. degrUi of freedom. 

Collecting together the different conditions laid upon the variates 
studied ..... e obtain the following simultaneous system of equations: 
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(8.1) Xl (I + 'I' + eo) = ay.(t) + bYl (I) {Eq .. (4.S)} 

(8.2) x(t) = mxl (l-:-el -9j-9.) {Eq. (4.14)} 

(8.3) Yo (I) = 01 (x (t) - X (t» + CtS (I) + Co {Eq. (5.1)} 

(8.4) Yl (I) = kl Y (1- a.) + ktS (I) + k. {Eq. (5.2)} 

(8.5) s(l) = hI (Pl(I)-v(t» + h. {Eq. (6.3)} 

(8.6) v (I) =f(x(I)-i(I» 
PI (I) - P. (I) 

{Eq. (7.3)} 

To this system we should add the identity 

(8.7) yet) = y.(t) + Yl(t) 

Inspecting lhis system we see thai there are.in aU 10 unknown variates, 
viz~ 

There are 7 equations. accordingly the system has still 3 degrees of 
freedom. I~ is obvious that we cannot make the system delerminate 
without grasping outside Ihe special field we are studying. Indeed. 
the three variates: PI (the maximal price of »card-pigs«), P. (the price 

of pigs withoul cards) and i (the number of pigs delivered with cards) 
are essentially affected by things outside our system. such as the inler
~ational export conditions, and special aims of the whole regulation 
policy. These three variates may be taken as data in the presenl analysis. 
and the main problem is to study the effects which their variations or 
fixing have upon the internal variales of the system. 

9. Some approximate information about the natural tendencies of the 
system. 

Even if the three variates Pl' P. and i are given as constants or simple 
tin)e functions. it is nol possible to give explicite solutions of the system. 
because of the complicated pig-card demand function. But some ap
proximate information' may be obtained through numerical step-by
slep calculation. This is however a rather tedious job. 

As an example we shall consider the series Xl(t) (small weaned pigs 
below 35 kg). From the four equations (S:1). (8.3), (8.4) and (S.7) 
we get. by an elimination process: 
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(9.1) .X1(t+ '1'+ 9.) =k1Xl(t+'I'+9.-a) + 8C1 (X(t)-l(t» 

+ (clbkl-ac1 k1) (x(t- 0 )-l (1-0» + (b k. + 8 c.l 1(1) 

+ (b c.k1-a c. k1)s (I-a) + (a c. + bk. + c.b k1-. c. k1) 

Inserting hl're the equation (8.2) we get 

(9.2) Xl (I + 'I' +6.) = kl Xl (t + 'I' + 9.- a) + a Cl m X, (1-1-11-9.-9.) 

-acl I(t) + (c1bk.-ac. k.)m Xl (t-6,-9.- 9.-a) 

-(c,bk1-ac1 kJI(t-o) + (bk. + aC.)I(t) 

+ (b c.k,-ac.k.)s(t-a) + (ac.+ b ko+ cob k1-ac. k1) 

Further. from (8.5) and (8.6) we get 

(9.3) set) = h.[p, (t)-(Pl (t)-PI(t» f (x (t)-l(t) ) j + h. 

By combining (8.2). (9.3) and (9.2) we see that the time expallsion 

of X, is fixed when Pt. P. and I. are given. For the .purpose of step-by
step calculations it is most convenient to keep the two equations (9.2) 
and (9.3) separated. Inserting our numerical values of the coefficients 
in (9.2) we get 

(9.5) Xl (t + 5.4) = 0.62 Xl (t-0.6) + 0.50 Xl (t-4.65)-0.52I (t) 

+ 0.10 x,(t-l0.65)-0.11 I (t-6) + 7.27 set) 

+0.965(t-6)-52.58. 

To make a step-by-step calculation we need some initial conditions. 
Indeed. it is seen from the equation (9.5) (paying regard to (9.3) and 

(8.2» that we must know - apart from I. p, and p. - the series x, 

AIt) 

0" --.---. -- ·_--------·--50 

I. 
-; 

-5. • so ". .-
Fig. 12. The oonlluent relation (II.S) between 1(1) and tho ourplua (s(t}-;(t) }. 
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Fig. 13. Step'by-step calculation of X, by equation (9.7). 



for about 16 months. 'Ve have chosen the period Jan. 1935-April 

1936. (The series X, is found in table I. column (8». Pt. P. lind i 
were chosen liS constants equal to the average of 1935 whieh givea p, 
= 101.8. P. = 46.40 and I = 337.5. This seems to be an interesting 
assumption in this case. and it is not very far from reality. fnst'rting 
P, and P. and the values of h, and h. in (9.3) we get 

(9.6) 5(t) = -36.00 f(x(t)-i (t» + 50.37. 

Reading olf graphically the function f(x-I) from fig. 11 in section 7. 
we may draw the corresponding curve of 8 by the formula (II.G). This 

curve is shown in fig. 12. Inserting I = 337.5 into (11.5) we get 

THOU~"ND' 

600r---------~------------~----~-------------------

5C0r1~ __ ~~+_------------------~----------------~ 

+oo~--------~~~~--------------+_------------------~ 

INI IAL CONDITION~ 

1936 19;7 
Fig. 14. Step-by-step calculation of s. by equation (9.7) ..Jib Ihe <onslanl term c:banged '" 280.: 
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(9.7) xl(t + 5.4) = 0.62 Xl (t-0.6) + 0.50 Xl (t-4.65) 

+ 0.10 Xl (t-10.65) + 7.27 s (t) + 0.96 s (t-6) - 265. 

By this equation a step-by.step calculation was made, reading off 
graphically the values of set) from fig. 12 and using (8.2). The result 
is shown in fig. 13. 
It is seen to involve a characteristic cycle of about 5.5 months and 
slightly damped. This cycle may indeed be seen in nearly all the series 
we have discussed above (compare the different graphs given). But 
the observed series also show other cycles, for instance one of about 
10-11 months (see for example fig. 2). This may be explained by regular 
or irregular inOuences from external elements or the autonomic elements 

PI' P. and i· Left to itself - by constant PI' P. and i as chosen - the 
system would expand as in fig. 13. One might perhaps think that the 
5.5 months cycle in fig. 13 only is a repetition of the initial conditions 
chosen, because we here see the same cycle. However, this is not the 
case, as may be seen by chosing another set of initial conditions. In 
fig. 14 we have calculated part of the Xl-Series by choSing the period 
July 1936-0ctober 1937 as initial conditions. PI and P. were put equal 
to the same values as above (in order to use the same graph of s) and 

i was put 'equal to 330 which is the average of i for 1937. Here the 
initial conditions show no similarity to those in fig. 13 but the natural 
tendency of the system is so strong that it almost immediately presses 
the movements into its own mould. 

I do not think it is possible to give an elementary e:s;planation 
of the 5.5 month cycle. It is a confluence effect of the whole simultaneous 
system of fundamental equations. Accepting this system we have. im· 
plicitly, accepted a 5.5 month cycle. 

10. The effect of changes in pork price&,. 

It has sometimes been argued that changes in the price of pigs delivered 
with cards does not affect the production activity. since the price is a 
monopoly price. and the production. therefore. is entirely dependent 
on the number of cards issued. This is however a hasty conclusion, 
as will be seen from our system of equations. From this system it follows 
that the production starting is essentially dependent on the price of 
small pigs which in turn is closely connected with the difference (PI-V). 
(Eq. (8.3). (8.4) and (8.5) ). From equation (8.6) we have 

(10.1) v = (PI-P") f(x-i) 

If the price P. is constant, the cllange in v will be equal to a cllange 
in PI when - and ouly when - the relative card price is equal to unity. 
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In this ease the change in Pl does not affect the price of small pigs 
(s) (see eq. (8.5» and accordingly not the prod\lction starting. In all 
other cases with constant P. the absolute value of a change in the price 
Pl will be greater than the absolute value of the corresponding change 
in v. Then the value of 8 in (8.5) will change and thereby alleet the 
production starting and the whole resulting carry-on acti\;ty. 

In the same way a change in P. may affect the production activity. 
Indeed. if P. is raised nearer to Pl' the card price will fall. and thue
fore the price of small pigs will rise. The dillerence between the two 
prices Pl and P. is therefore an important tool in the whole regulation 
policy. 

11. The sensitivity of the syBtem to erratic sllOcka. 

One of the main problems of artificial regulation policy i9 to obtain 
a llshock proof« system. This means that the forces acting towards 
the type of equilibrium in aim must be strong. Some systems may 
theoretically fulfil the conditions of giving the equilibrium desired. hut 
they may nevertheless be quite' unsuitable for practical regulation pur
poses because of lack of stability. 

The present system is evidently not very .. shock proof ... Indeed. we 
have just seen how the highly shockHke variable v (the card price) 
rules the whole system. The chain of characteristic lag-relations in the 
system i~ a typical example of the most perfect shock-collector. The 
shocks in v affect essentially the price of small pigs (eq. (8.5) ) which 
in turn carries them into the production activity where they are pre
served for a long period. and lead to new shocks when the finished 
pigs are to be sold. 



DANSK RESUME 

Hensigten med nlervlerende Arbejde har vleret at faa kvantitative 
Maal for Sammenhrengene menem de forskellige Faktorer. 80m kom
mer i Betragtning ved Forseg paa en objektiv Vurdering af den nUVal
rende danske Svineregulering. I det endelige System af Relationer er 
ialt 10 forskellige Sterrelser trukket indo nemlig ferste Gang droegtige 
og andre droegtige Seer •. Sum men af disse, Antal Torvegrise. Antal 
slagteflerdige Svin. Antal Svin leveret med Kart. Pris paa Torvegrise. 
Pris paa Svin med ag uden Kort samt Pris paa Svinekort. Ved statistisk 
Regressionsanalyse paa Maanedsdata far de tre Aar 1935-37 har vi fast
lagt syv forskellige fundamentale Relationer menem disse St .. rrelser. 
DeUe vii sige. at dersom Floeskepriserne og Antallet af Svinekort er 
givet. saa kan vi beregue. hvar store aile de .. vrige Sterrelser vii blive 
(bortset fra en vis statistisk Usikkerhed). Paa denne Maade er det 
muligt at anslaa paa Forhaand Virkningen af .lEndringer i de Faktorer. 
som Svinereguleringsudvalget har i sin Haand. 

De vigtigste ResnItater. vi har fundet. er f"lgende: 

1) Forecast af Antal slagtefrerdige Suin. Ved statislisk Regressions
analyse paa Data fra de 6-ngentlige Svinetmninger har vi bestemt fel
gende Forecast-Formel (Formel (4.17) ): 

1.33 x~tal 1. G. dralgtige Seer paa Talllingsdagen 
+1.78 x Antal andre dralgtige S .. er paa Talllingsdagen 
=Antal slagleflerdige Svin pro Maaned omkring et Tidspunkt ca. 

8.2 Maaneder sen ere. 

(Se Fig. 3 foran). Konstanterne 1.33 og 1.78 giver god Overenssternmelse 
for 1938. 80m ikke er taget med i Regressionsanalysen. Det kan dog 
senere blive nedvendigt' at korrigere disse Tal ved at medtage nyere 
Data i Regressionsanalysen. men dette er statistisk-teknisk set meget 
enkelt. 

2) D. Faktorer. 80m indvirker paa Tilgangen af drreg#ige So ... Disse 
Faktarer viser sig at Vlere forskellige for 1. Gang droegtige og andre 
drregtige. Vi har fnndet. at Totaltilgangen af 1. Gang drregtige S"er viI 
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sOge med ca. 870. naar Prisen paa Torvegrise sliger med en Krone. 
og dernresl, al Totallilgangen vil stige med ca. 100. naar Overskudet 
af slagtefrerdige Svin (d.v.s. Forskellen mellem Antallet af f8'rdige Svin 
og Antallet af Leveringcr med Kort) stiger med 1000 (se Ligning (5.3) ). 
For andre drregtige Seer har vi fundet. at Totallilgangen vokser med 
ca. 390. naar Torvegrisprisen stiger med 1 Kr .• og dernrest. at Tilgangen 
i Dag afhlEnger af Tilgangen af drregtige Seer 6 Maaneder tidligl're. 
Hvis Tilgangen af drregtige Seer (1. Gang drregtige+andre drregligp) 
gges med 1000 Seer. og Torvegrisprisen er uforandrel. aaa viI gennl'm
sniUigt 62 % af denne Foregelse komme igen som »aD<ire dr8'gligl' 
Seera ca. 6 Maaneder senere (Ligning (5.4) ). 

3) Prisen paa Toruegrise. Der er en neje Sammenhreng mcllem denne 
Pris og Forskellen mellem Vrerdien af et Svin med Kort og Prisen paa 
Svinekort. Hvis denne Forskel stiger med 1 Kr .• saa vii Torvegri..prisen 
stige med ca. 65 0re (se Ligning (6.4». 

4) Ved at kombinere de forskellige Relationer og liIdele Flreskepri
serne og Korlantallet visae Gennemsnitsvrerdier kan vi beregne det 
karakteristiske Tidsforl0b af de evrige Swrreiser. Eksempler er givet 
for Tilgangen af fravrennede Svin under 35 kg (Torvegrise). Vi har 
her fundet en typisk Belgebevregelse paa ea. 5 % Maaned. 80m 088&8 

kan ses tydeligt i de Heste af de betragtede Rrekker. Denne Belg('bevle
gelse synes at vlere et karakteristisk Trrek ved Svineproduklionen I 
Danmark under det nuvlllrende Reguleringssystem. 


